’Til Death Do Us Part...
(or maybe not)

What happens to our
digital footprint
after we die?
By M. Ann McMillan
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T

hat unsettling morning started off like any other normal
morning. My editor sat down at his desk and turned on
his computer. All was well until a message from the professional networking site LinkedIn popped up on the screen,
prodding him to, “Wish Wendy a Happy Work Anniversary.”
Under normal circumstances, he wouldn’t have given it a
second thought. But this was far from normal. Wendy, a college friend, had passed away a few years earlier.
However, she is obviously alive and well on LinkedIn, and
maybe even on other social media sites. My editor, who
mourned his friend’s passing at the time of her death, sat at his
desk that morning and experienced another burst of grief that
blindsided him.
Down the Rabbit Hole
It’s a fact of our modern world that unless steps are taken to
erase your “digital footprint” after death, you’ll still be wandering around in the virtual realm. My own father passed
away four years ago, and although he didn’t spend time online, let alone on social media sites, he had a Yahoo email account that I never closed. A recent conversation I had with an
estate attorney for this article prompted me to begin the
process of deleting dad’s online presence. After several guesses
at his passcode, I was almost “in.” But then I was unable to
verify, as Yahoo requested, the missing digits of a phone number ending with 99. Dad’s cell phone number didn’t have “99”
as its last two digits. So I guessed at some numbers that I
thought might make sense. The next message I received was,
“Uh-oh. Looks like we can’t recover your account online.
Please visit our help site to get back in.”
Off I went to visit Yahoo’s “help site.” As requested, I entered certain information but then received the message:
“Oops, something went wrong. Come back later.”
It’s an understatement to say the process of deleting dad’s
account is not going to be easy. And he only had a rarely-used
email address. I shudder to think of the mess I’d be in if dad
had a Facebook page or was on Twitter.
A Haunting Reality
So what’s the harm in lingering around in the virtual world
after we’re dead? Why should we even care, because, let’s face
it, we won’t know if we’ve received email or any likes on our
final Facebook post.
According to David M. Lenz, a Cleveland-based attorney
with Schneider Smeltz Spieth Bell LLP, there are very good
reasons we should care. After having a LinkedIn experience
similar to my editor’s, Lenz began investigating the matter of
digital assets related to estate planning, and he has since written and lectured on the subject. “There are a variety of reasons
to be concerned about what happens to your digital presence
after your death,” he said. “They range from emotional to
practical to financial.”
Attorney Lenz cautions that email and social media accounts can be hacked and duplicated after your death, with
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information posted that might be offensive or confusing to
your family and friends.
Email accounts present a particularly daunting challenge,
he warns. If you’re old enough to remember the world before
it was wired, you’ll recall that receiving correspondence
through the US mail was the preferred method of communication. These days, the estate attorney points out, dividend
checks, account statements and tax documents are often sent
electronically. When you’re gone, your executor may not be
able to fully identify your assets without access to your email
account, resulting in delays or even loss of assets to your heirs.
Concern that your social media or email account might be
hacked or duplicated after you’ve left this earth is not an overreaction. According to blockchain startup SelfKey’s website,
there is a new victim of identity theft in the United States
every two minutes. SelfKey posts that “at least 4 billion
records, including credit card numbers, home addresses,
phone numbers and other highly sensitive information, have
been exposed through data breaches in 2019.”
About Facebook
The market leader in social media platforms is Facebook,
and as of July 2019 it had 2.38 billion registered users, according to Statista.com. People share the most intimate parts of
their lives on this social media giant, with Facebook moments
now an integral part of our everyday lives and every milestone
we celebrate. Most of us are familiar with the philosophical
question, “If a tree falls in a forest, without anyone around to
hear it, does it make a sound?” In today’s digital world we
might ask, “If you have an event without it being shared all
over social media, is it real?”
Our daily lives are not only entwined with Facebook, but
also with its cousin, Instagram, as well as other social media
platforms. This then begs the question, “What happens to our
presence on these sites when we die?”
Facebook strongly advises its users to designate a legacy
contact. According to information on the social media site’s
Help Center section:
A legacy contact is someone you choose to look after your account if it’s memorialized. We strongly suggest setting a legacy contact so your account can be managed once it’s memorialized. A
legacy contact can accept friend requests on behalf of a memorialized account, pin a tribute post to the profile and change the profile picture and cover photo. If the memorialized account has an
area for tributes, a legacy contact will be able to decide who can
see and who can post tributes.
In addition, Facebook offers other options for the accounts
of deceased users, including total deletion of the account.
Attorney Lenz advises that you “think about whether your
Facebook page should be memorialized or taken down. Would
your survivors rather have a place where they can go and read
tributes and memories of you, or would they rather not have
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the painful reminder of possibly seeing your picture each time
they long into their account?”

your executor is not particularly tech-savvy, you might want to
consider appointing a tech-savvy co-executor or delegate authority to the executor to allow a more tech-savvy counterpart
to handle the digital assets side of the job.
While protecting your digital assets or even completely
erasing them after you die seems like a daunting task—it is an
essential one.

Exit Strategy
Even if it’s your intention for your executor to have full access to your digital accounts, Attorney Lenz warns that you
Hindsight
have to specify that right of access in your will, or use an onAttorney Lenz distills it down: “The most important thing
line tool developed by service providers to transfer contents of
is to provide a list of accounts that your survivors can use to
digital accounts to a surviving family member.
access information or terminate accounts as needed. You can
Two popular online tools are Google’s Inactive Account
even include usernames and
Manager, and as mentioned
passwords with that list.”
earlier, Facebook’s Legacy
However, he cautions, “If
Contact. The options and
your executor takes your
rules vary among the variThere
are
several
online
tools
for
managing
digital
passwords and accesses your
ous media platforms, but
accounts, he or she could arthey all have some plan in
assets after death. All of the social media platforms
guably be violating state or
place for your online preshave policies in place, and these are two online tools
federal computer privacy
ence or lack thereof when
that seem to be consumer friendly and enable you to
laws by accessing a computer
you’ve departed from the
easily
store
information
in
one
place.
Note:
we
are
without authorization.” That
real world.
not endorsing either of these products. They are
scenario can be avoided if
The Revised Uniform Fi“he or she is receiving the
duciary Access to Digital
simply presented here for your review and considerpasswords because they were
Assets Act (RUFADAA) in
ation.
placed in a location to be
Ohio now provides guidAftervault.com
seen and used by the execuance on the rights to access
This is a digital lockbox. According to the website,
tor.”
digital assets for executors,
Lenz also issues a reAftervalut “stores all your vital information be it fiagents under powers of atminder
to leave behind passtorney, guardians, and
nancial details, insurance or social media accounts.
words
to
your electronic
trustees. However, Lenz exYou can open unlimited vaults and when you’re no
devices, such as mobile
plains that under RUlonger
around
we’ll
make
sure
everything
reaches
phones, computers and
FADAA executors may not
the
right
people
quickly,
safely
and
securely.”
tablets.
access the content of priIf I had written down
vate email messages; inEverplans.com
dad’s Yahoo account details, I
stead, they can only access
Similar to Aftervault.com, Everplans offers a 30-day
wouldn’t be on a forensic
information about dates of
trial
period,
and
a
free
estate
planning
checklist.
journey some four years after
messages, senders and rehis death. We don’t normally
cipients. He cautions that if
think about virtual presence
you want your executor to
after death, but in today’s increasingly wired — and weird —
have complete access, you must stipulate it in your will or
world it’s something we can no longer afford to ignore – emothrough an online tool, because private messages receive
tionally, practically or financially.
“heightened protection” under federal communications privacy laws.
Other digital assets may have monetary value and a discussion of them is beyond the scope of this article. However,
website domain names, cryptocurrencies, and even characters
and property in certain video games may need to be reported
in probate court inventory or have tax ramifications. “Even
airline miles can represent a valuable virtual asset that can be
transferred to a beneficiary in certain cases,” Lenz points out.
Dealing with a decedent’s digital assets falls under the
purview of the executor of an estate. Lenz recommends that if

Tools You can Use
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